Abstract: Global flows of people and information in the Asia-Pacific region are creating new forms of place that stretch across national boundaries and rural-urban distinctions. These new mobile forms of place link long-inhabited rural areas to cities, national centres, and to rural frontiers within the nation. Here, we describe new forms of place that are being produced by contemporary migration and economic change, using data from the Philippines and applying Appadurai's (1995) theorization of translocality. Our analysis links these flows of overseas migrants to concomitant processes of economic change, migration and new rural livelihoods. We outline changing practices of place within the Philippines, exploring ways that transnational migration can articulate with apparently 'local' development and the flow-on effects from migration on the spatial patterns of rural livelihoods. 
This paper is about place-making -the ways that people create a sense of place for themselves from networks of exchange, webs of affection and material landscapes. Our thesis is that migration and economic change, key features of globalisation, are producing new forms of local place, forms that sometimes extend across long distances and disparate topographies. To argue this case, we draw on data from community-based studies in the Philippines -the nation with the largest flows of overseas migrant workers in the global economy (Tyner and Donaldson, 1999:1) . Our analysis links flows of Filipino migrants to work overseas with concomitant processes of economic change and migration within the Philippine nation. Though we being with communities in the Cordillera region of Northern Luzon, our analysis touches down in Hong Kong, Manila, and the plains of the Cagayan valley as we trace the place-making activities now extending indigenous villages through the Philippines and beyond.
APPROACHING PLACE IN A GLOBALIZED CONTEXT
In the burgeoning literature on globalization in geography (for a review see Kelly, 1999 and 2000) , the meaning of terms such as place, community, and locality is not selfevident. Much research on place applies theorizations of globalisation that describe local people and places as caught up in global processes rather than as having agency in determining their engagements (see, for example, contributors to Bebbington and Batterbury, 2001) . As Arturo Escobar (2001: 141) explains, in these approaches, the 'global' is usually mapped on to space, capital, history and agency while the 'local' is usually mapped on to place, labour and tradition. Critics of this approach (Gibson- production of temperate vegetable crops for the Philippine nation market. However, since ratifying the GATT Uruguay round (1994) and dropping tariffs on agricultural imports, farmers report that the national market has been flooded with less expensive temperate vegetables imported from China, undercutting their local produce (see Cordillera People 's Alliance, 2004) . Local farm-to-market transport and input costs, they claim, are higher than the cost of importing from China. The local response to this problem is often to shift the site of production and, by doing so, extend the 'local.' Here, we show how localities in the Philippines are addressing such inequalities of exchange with spatial strategies -mobility, migration, and opening new frontiers, negotiating globalisation across the porous boundaries of local forms of place.
Geography offers us several theorizations of place in which we can consider the problematic of producing locality in conditions of globalisation (see Castree, 2004 , for a review.) Here, we are concerned with the relation between places as based in material constructs and locality as a structure of feeling. Massey has written about the porosity of place (1994) , describing place and locality as being one and the same -an articulated moment in networks of social relations and understandings, one based on a situation of co-presence. Massey's idea of co-presence can be mediated by both face-to-face interaction and by long-distance contact, challenging the way we may think of places as enclosed by topographical as well as social boundaries. Technologies such as longdistance transport, mobile phones, internet, video, radio can all mediate the co-presence required for place-making, each producing new forms of locality and subjectivity. Appadurai (1995) offers a conceptualisation of locality where such technologies play a more explicit role in creating what he calls 'the translocal.' Thus, because the places we describe have forms of co-presence mediated by such technologies, we adopt Appadurai's ideas of locality to theorize our data. However, we do follow Massey in showing how the specificity of the new forms of locality we describe is derived not from mythical internal roots or isolation, but from the absolute particularity of the mixture of influences found in each 'site'.
We accept the premise that macro processes such as globalisation only take shape through the particular activities of people in place. But, following Dirlik (2001) , we are conscious that agency is expressed within the limitations defined by particular economic situations, thus we have selected our empirical data to show the regional and global scope of actions for local agents. Our descriptions of new forms of transnational place are grounded in the specific experiences of local actors. These narratives of specific experience come from academic work engaging communities and civil society groups who are addressing the lived experiences of globalisation. To the stories of our respondents and our observations made in community-based development projects, we apply Appadurai's idea of translocality, aiming to extend Appadurai's theorization by building a typology of the new phenomena of translocal places. Appadurai (1995:204) theorizes locality as the key characteristic of place, defining it as a phenomenological quality, constituted by a sense of social immediacy, technologies of interaction, and the relativity of contexts. Locality is expressed in terms of agency, sociality and reproducibility, yet hard and regular work is required to maintain its materiality. For geographers, locality is the property that makes space into place. Locality emerges through a series of attachments and commitments that characterize local subjectivities. Locality is emergent from neighbourhoods, situated communities characterized by their spatial or virtual actuality and their potential for reproduction. Thus locality can be a property of both a 'traditional' or 'place-based' community and a 'virtual' internet-based community or a combination of both, such as a place-based primary site with a virtual aspect to its neighbourhood. Places and virtual neighbourhoods are not opposites; both must similarly generate and receive flows of information and value and be produced from, against, and in relation to extra-local contexts.
LOCALITY AND TRANSLOCALITY
The concept of translocality (Appadurai, 1995:216) describes the complex conditions in which place-based neighbourhoods are created by both locals and circulating populations. This paper thus approaches place as relational or contextual, exploring how translocalities belong to specific cartographic sites, but are also un-grounded or 'virtual' or extend along complex nodes and pathways. The concept of translocality describes a space where 'economic' transactions and affective relations structure locality off the ground, as it were, but these transactions and relations nonetheless influence people's activities, social interdependence, and environmental sustainability in particular material contexts. Analysing communities as translocalities shifts the focus from the existing neighbourhood infrastructure, economy, and apparent livelihood strategies of the people present in a community to the network of absent members and flows of information and cash in which they are embedded.
A TYPOLOGY OF TRANSLOCALITY -PLACES AND HOUSEHOLDS
All the localities discussed below are grounded in what are traditional upland terraced rice field farming systems of the Cordillera Central on the Philippine island of Luzon. In this region, traditional upland livelihoods involve multiple allocations of household labour to the production of rice in pond fields, sweet potato and legumes in shifting cultivation plots (swidden or kaingin), and the husbanding of chickens and pigs around houselots. This agricultural system is spread across several production niches located along a long slice of the montane ecology. In each of these niches the household labour force must again allocate labour to diverse tasks -maintenance or reproduction of a range of planting materials, production of organic fertilizers, maintenance or construction of at least two field types (pond field and swidden), production of animal feed, and husbandry of the animals themselves.
As the households engage with the cash economy to supply new needs, the pressure on the labour force escalates. Labour allocation is further complicated by the commitment of labour to education and to the cash economy. As the cash economy remains largely external to subsistence agricultural system, the community response tends towards the outward movement of labour and, eventually, the relocation of part of the community.
This kind of migration has been noted elsewhere in Southeast Asia where it has caused both households and localities to become more 'spatially fragmented but socially embedded' (Rigg, 2001:93) . This is an extension of work on earlier patterns of ruralurban migration (described in Ulack, 1996) where relations within the household were attenuated and neighbourhoods socially fragmented. Below, we explore three different patterns of spatial fragmentation in these 'traditional' rice-farming localities of the indigenous upland Philippines -Ifugao and Igorot communities on the Cordillera Central.
Our sketches of these study sites illustrate how distinctive forms of sociality, reproducibility and agency characterize each expression of locality.
While it could be argued that locality, place and community have never been truly self-contained and self-evident and that histories of migration are much longer, certainly, in the late colonial period, the indigenous villages of Northern Luzon have come very close to meeting the stereotypical notions of the 'bounded village' of anthropology. Scott 
Rural-overseas -OFWs remaking place in Asipulo, Ifugao
Asipulo is a village in the province of Ifugao, in the mountains of Northern Luzon. The village is classified as a 'cultural community' with members speaking one of several Groups such as the Benevolent Association emerge through the working conditions and translocal practices of migrants. Studies of overseas workers have documented how migrants living and working in private households encounter conditions that restrict their mobility and social contacts with locals (Mills, 2003) , and can thus strengthen longdistance ties to family. Overseas, migrants tend to socialize with other migrants from their sending locality (Law, 2001; Constable, 1997 Constable, , 2003 . Though they make take successive contracts, communication and remittance practices continue and even intensify, rather than attenuate, social immediacy between migrants and sending localities (McKay, 2003) . Overseas workers remit cash remittances, either through special remittance agencies or banks. They interact with their family and friends at home through technologies such as text messages, letters, phone calls, tapes, e-mail and videos. Migrant
Filipinas also ship large boxes of household goods and clothes for redistribution at home.
Relations between migrants and their households are mediated by these communications technologies, but also through actors such as remittance agencies, employment agents, Ironically, education often leads to new rounds of migration when new graduates find themselves un-or under-employed. Many female graduates are unable to find a job commensurate to their qualifications in their home community or in Philippine urban centres. Some choose to take contract domestic work overseas, leaving husbands and children to join friends or siblings working abroad. In Asipulo, it seems there is always someone going 'abroad,' someone working there to receive them, and someone on the way back home to bring news, money and gifts. Circular migration thus produces translocalities; it creates one community that can imagine itself as circulating in an imaginative hyphenated space of Asipulo-Hong Kong.
Seeing other communities and households funding the good life through female outmigration, local people imagine their own versions of 'abroad'. Many non-migrants themselves would like to have the option of leaving for elsewhere. They envy those women overseas who send home gifts to earn the gratitude and respect of family and friends, returning only briefly as glamorous visitors. These imaginations have their impacts on Asipulo as a community. The production of locality 'requires the continuous construction, both practical and discursive, of an ethnoscape (necessarily non-local) against which local practices and projects are imagined to take place' (Appadurai, 1995: 209) . In Asipulo, the local understanding of femininity, migrants and migration construct 
Rural-urban -Bayyo, Mountain Province
Like Asipulo in Ifugao, Bayyo is a 'classic' Cordillera upland settlement in which pond field rice has dominated the landscape and economy, supplemented by upland swidden production of sweet potato and shorter-term crops of beans. At present, rice production continues, supplemented by intermittent daily wage labour, but outmigration and government employment are the major economic arenas. Bayyo residents claim that most households have adequate pond field holdings to allow maintaining a granary for each absent member. These absent members return to assist in the maintenance of the rice production cycle and also send back supplies of tinned goods, coffee, sugar, flour and household appliances for the ageing parental household. The condition appears to be in temporary balance, dependent on the sustainability of the dwindling Bayyo stock of resident human resources.
Labour outflow has left the community with a deficit in human energy. The traditional agricultural system shows the impacts of the deficit. But sustained relations with the layasan mitigate these impacts in some respects. Rice production is sustained by seasonal labour inflow from the satellites and intermittent hired labour paid for with externally generated revenues. Some pond rice fields have either been allowed to revert to dry fields overcrowded by many local communities in similar circumstances. All this was occurs even as the need for cash -for education, for health care, for legal services or exercises in governance or political participation, and for commercial goods -is rapidly increasing.
Bayyo is a unique case of relocation. On the map, the space labelled Bayyo is becoming a locus of reference rather than of residence.
Why Bayyo is sustained is evident in the discourses on the nature of home and identity and, indeed, of the nature of social being. How it may continue to be sustained, even as a place of retirement for ageing returnees is not so clear, even in the conversations among the elderly men who rarely enjoy the attention of young replacements in the empty spaces of the village council site. Bayyo, Mountain Province, is the stuff of which legends and myths of origin might someday be made.
In Bayyo, locality is constituted by long-distance transport links -jeepneys that are Bayyo-layasan owned, built and driven -and resource extraction. The ethnoscape against which Bayyo is defined is the Manila-Baguio urban transport network where ethnic disidentification has Bayyo people joining the urban working/middle class as selfemployed entrepreneurs and their wage labourers. Bayyo people are becoming 'Filipino' jeepney drivers first and then, only secondarily, taga-Bayyo, on the streets of Manila's urban sprawl.
Rural-rural -spill-on effects from Types 1 and 2 -Isabela
Returning to Asipulo, Ifugao, the influx of capital from OFWs is creating other flow on effects. Asipulo is already short of arable land to accommodate a growing population and Security of tenure in outmigration areas is usually even more insecure than it is in Ifugao Province proper, with all but the commercial rice areas of Isabela Province described as 'squatted' or 'pioneered'. Outmigrants begin by making swidden fields, but integrate swidden into the production of fruit and vegetable cash crops or commercial rice for the national market, rather than combining it with subsistence rice cultivation as in the traditional agricultural system of Asipulo. In outmigration sites, shifting cultivation is seen as a temporary backstop -a step in supporting the 'real work' of commercial farming and a recognized way of 'claiming' land.
Community tenure over forest areas, a feature of Ifugao customary law, does not hold in ethnically mixed outmigration areas where individual private property is the norm.
Making swidden fields is the primary way of 'improving' and establishing permanent claims to parcels of land intended for eventual commercial production. The strategy for 'pioneering' is to enter an area that has previously been selectively logged as a timber concession, and then find suitable soils and plots with access to a logging road. Here, Asipulo migrants are not integrating swidden into their indigenous rice-cropping system, but acting as 'peasant migrants', attempting to create small-scale vegetable and fruit farms linked directly to national markets. Thus, the peasant migrants and indigenous integral swiddeners are members of one community, farming in different sites under different sets of 'rules' (as described by Warner, 1991: 9-11) .
In Asipulo, the respondents classified, loosely, as upper income households (approximately twenty-two percent of those surveyed) with lands outside the province (four percent of that sample) almost all own parcels of commercial rice fields. Not only did these wealthier families describe their relationship to their lands outside the province as 'owned' rather than 'squatted,' many of them had tenants. These tenants were poorer We have sketched three forms that translocality takes. In Asipulo, OFW groups and recruiting networks within the community are positioning local women as global subjects and migrant labourers. This produces a transnational form of translocality. In Bayyo, the layasan emerges from migrant self-employment and waged labour for others in processes of both ethnic disidentification and mobility. This is a national and urban form of translocality. Lastly, in the links between Asipulo and the rural, the circulation between the primary site and frontier locations reflects debts and investment of OFW money into land clearing or 'pioneering'. This is a national and rural frontier form of translocality, but one tied, directly and indirectly, to transnational connections.
As Escobar says (2001: 144) places have always joined together to form regions.
Porosity of boundaries has always been essential to place-making. In our data, it is clear that the places we describe have shifted from being part of the Cordillera Region to being national and international in their connections. While still being 'of the Cordillera', they are equally becoming part of Hong Kong, part of the urban working class of Manila, and part of the rural frontier. Considering the porosity of place (Dirlik, 2001: 42 and Massey, 19934) , porous relations seem to be negotiated along different axes here. While labour flows out of the primary community sites, outsiders are not flowing in. Both Asipulo and Bayyo are closed communities and outsiders are not entering except by marriage.
Porosity of boundaries is not the same as their abolition. Thus, in these primary sites the maintenance of ethnic identities and rules for land tenure create new forms of locality that are place-based, but not place-bound.
As agents of translocality, migrants have engaged the opportunities available for persons with limited capital and skill available in areas outside their sending community.
Their communities, in turn, have remained peripheral to large-scale commercial employment or investment options. In the broader pattern of Philippine development, the locus of economic development has been in urban areas and 'special economic zones'.
This has led towards the gradual commercialisation of agriculture within peripheral places and their recasting as sources of raw materials or labour. While labour and raw materials flow outwards, consumer goods and services flow in, creating an increasing economic pressure within the sending neighbourhood. The tendency is for labour to move towards spaces where opportunity can be constituted and appropriated. We have shown here how these spaces are not uniformly urban or national, but can also be international or rural.
Globalisation here is emergent from the actions of people with different forms of control over space. In the space Cordillerans do control -that of their originary villagepeople have different levels of access to the means of production, to skills and to technologies. People in Bayyo or Asipulo, for instance may own land, but may not have the skills or technologies to reduce farm-to-market costs or produce value-added products. Instead, they choose to extend their communities spatially. Translocality is thus response where people appropriate available space elsewhere and make it productive, connecting that productive space to the primary neighbourhood site. These connections allow the originary neighbourhood to exceed topographic boundaries that would otherwise grow confining. The apping of the economic landscape with production and consumption locii brought about by national and regional interpretations of globalisation (see Kelly, 1999 and 2000 for examples) and the cultural vocabulary of motives for mobility outlined here channel the forms taken by translocality.
These three forms of translocality may be fleeting. Appadurai's (1995) neighbourhoods are actually existing social forms in which locality is variably realised Thus, each of these translocal 'sites' will have varying degrees of locality that may waver over time. Translocality as a development strategy may prove to be limited in its effectiveness. The Bayyo jeepney marks this limitation. A jeepney is a relatively smallscale investment, an affordable exchange for moderate OFW earnings. It is likely to require support from other networked engagements of migrant households whose offspring will undoubtedly access other urban opportunities for diversification out of the industry and out of the Bayyo neighbourhood. Likewise, the fields purchased or opened up in an outmigration area mark another limitation. They reproduce the agricultural engagement of the primary community, expanding boundaries and moving the community from subsistence to commercial production of rice and vegetables. However, farming remains within a sphere of agriculture that receives little attention from successive Philippine governments focussed on technical competitiveness and export revenues in their response to the constraints and opportunities of globalisation (Kelly, 2000) . The extensions and transformations of sociality here, the layasan and the tenancy relations and the OFW associations, reflect a creative and judicious manipulation of personal and communal resources under conditions of translocality. In cases where the pressures of familial and community obligation have dissipated the revenues from multiply-tasked OFWs, the tenuousness of these rearrangements is most clear.
Returning to Escobar's description of globalisation, we have shown how our three forms of translocality are not delocalised, disembedded and caught up in universalised modes of economy, culture and thought. Instead, they are places of a new and different sort. These villages are communities shifting from place-bounded localities to more 'virtual' neighbourhoods, while still remaining anchored in an originary place. Bayyo provides a good example of how the spatial transformation occurs without disturbing a sense of originary identity. In terms of local identities and subjectivities tied to place, iBayyo (of Bayyo) and taga-Bayyo (Bayyo person) used to mean the same thing. Now, be taga-Bayyo does not mean that you have to have been born in or live in Bayyo. Someone who is taga-Bayyo may be born and live as part of the layasan, but still be a Bayyo person. In this very local way, through this kind of extended identification, people in the Philippines are practicing the local in the global (Friedman 1997 :176 in Escobar, 2001 147).
and produces 6 times the average household needs over the course of the year. Owning this field gives Luz one third of each of the three harvests, or twice average household requirements. 
